Machine learning models are generally vulnerable to adversarial examples, which is in contrast to the robustness of humans. In this paper, we try to leverage one of the mechanisms in human recognition and propose a bio-inspired classification framework in which model inference is conditioned on label hypothesis. We provide a class of training objectives for this framework and an information bottleneck regularizer which utilizes the advantage that label information can be discarded during inference. This framework enables better compression of the mutual information between inputs and latent representations without loss of learning capacity, at the cost of tractable inference complexity. Better compression and elimination of label information further bring better adversarial robustness without loss of natural accuracy, which is demonstrated in the experiment.
: Architecture of the proposed framework. During inference, a sample x (i) is first fed into the preprocessing layers (e.g. primary convolutional layers). The obtained latent representation h (i) is then concatenated respectively with n label embeddings y 0 , y 1 , ..., y n (one-hot embedding in this example) to implement the label hypotheses mechanism. After propagation through the hidden layers, we get the outputs. For testing, the predicted label is the one with the largest output score. For training, the outputs of all samples within a batch will be put together to compute the proposed loss.
To summarize, in this paper: (1) We propose a novel classification framework in which model inference is conditioned on label hypothesis. This framework has several potential advantages to be utilized. (2) Based on the proposed framework, we extend the commonly used cross-entropy loss to a new class of training objectives for classification tasks via f-divergence variational estimation. Objectives in this class have different properties which can be utilized to empirically stabilize training or improve adversarial robustness. (3) We propose an information bottleneck regularizer which aims to minimize the mutual information between inputs and latent representations. This regularizer takes advantage of the new framework, in which label information can be discarded during inference, to avoid certain shortcomings of commonly used variational information bottlenecks. We employ maximum mean discrepancy as a surrogate loss for efficient training. (4) We empirically test our framework by attack-based evaluations. Results show the adversarial robustness improvements.
Proposed Method
We propose a new classification framework in this section. First, we give problem formulation and the framework overview. Second, we derive the new class of training objectives. Then we propose the information bottleneck regularizer. An overall algorithm of this framework is given in Appendix C.
Framework Overview
The classification process of a typical feedforward neural network model can be viewed as a two-step procedure: (1) Map the input sample x into latent representation h. (2) Embed label hypotheses into matrix W and project h into the row space of W by y = W h (bias is included in the augmented form of W ), then choose the label hypothesis with the largest logit as the prediction. Inspired by the human recognition mechanism, we advance the hypothesis making procedure into the early stage of model inference. This results in an architecture illustrated in Figure 1 .
To be more specific, as in Figure 1 , we leave some basic feature extraction layers unconditioned to reduce the computational complexity of inference. Note that for implementing the label hypotheses mechanism, there are multiple alternative ways to incorporate label information besides concatenation (e.g. embed labels to get projection matrices and then project h into those matrices to get transformed vector). We use concatenation here to make the framework scalable when dealing with high dimensional data or large label categories.
Classification Objectives
The conventional neural network classification model can be interpreted as modeling of the conditional distribution P (Y |X; θ), where θ is the model parameter which is estimated using maximum likelihood principle when the training loss is cross-entropy. However, recent work shows the connection between the adversarial vulnerability of neural networks and the cross-entropy objective [6, 7] . Note that the probability density ratio satisfies p(x,y) p(x)p(y) = p(y|x) p(y) , so modeling the density ratio is equivalent to modeling conditional distribution when the marginal distribution of Y is fixed. Therefore, we can model the conditional distribution and estimate the model parameter in an alternative way.
In general, we propose to use neural networks to parameterize a function T (x, y), and model the conditional distribution by training T (x, y) to be an approximation of the density ratio p(x,y) p(x)p(y) . We show that T (x, y) can be learned by solving an optimization problem that tightens the variational lower bound of the f-divergence between two fixed distributions.
We denote the joint and marginal distribution of two random variables X, Y as J and M, then the f-divergence between J and M has the form: D f (J||M) = p(x, y)f p(x,y) p(x)p(y) dxdy where f : R → R is convex and lower semi-continuous function. There are multiple ways of leveraging a functional T to represent D f (J||M) by its variational lower bound. When the lower bound is tight, the optimal T is a function of density ratio p(x,y) p(x)p(y) in closed-form. Therefore, we can parameterize T with neural networks, optimize it to tighten the lower bound, and we arrive at an approximation of density ratio for further classification task.
Since there are multiple ways of representing f-divergence by its variational lower bound, we focus on three ways in this paper: (1) the general convex conjugate representation for f-divergences [9, 10] . (2) The Donsker-Varadhan representation for KL-divergence [11, 12] . (3) The energy-based representation for KL-divergence [13] . It is worth noting that we are actually estimating the mutual information between the distributions of samples and labels when f-divergence is instantiated as KL-divergence. We apply the above three ways of variational representation to derive the objective. The first one is as follow and the other two are included in Appendix A.
The convex conjugate representation. Utilizing the convex conjugate function f * (t) = sup u∈R {ut − f (u)} of f , the f-divergence can be represented in a dual form followed with a lower bound:
where T is any class of functions T : Ω → R. The bound is tight for T * (x, y) = f ( p(x,y) p(x)p(y) ) where f denotes the derivative of f ( [10] ). As a result, the density ratio can be inversely solved from the optimal T . In many choices of f-divergence, the optimal T is a monotonic function of density ratio. For example, JS-divergence has T * (x, y) = 1 + log 2p(x,y) p(x,y)+p(x)p(y) . In this case, T * (x, y) can be directly used as a score function in classification when the marginal distribution of labels is uniform. Note that the range of T has to be limited to meet the domain constraint of f * , this can be implemented by choosing proper activation function in the last layer of T . We use JS-divergence's representation in experiment which has the form:
where σ is the sigmoid activation in the output layer. The other two objective representation forms are given in the appendix, together with the connection with the cross-entropy loss.
To use the variational representation in Equation 2, 4 and 5 as classification objective, we parameterize T with neural networks and optimize the parameter to maximize the right hand side terms. We use true sample-label pairs within each batch to estimate the expectation over joint distribution J. To estimate the marginal distribution M, we generate marginal sample-label pairs by sampling Y uniformly in all categories and pair them broadcastly with all samples X within each batch. After the training process, we do predictions by finding y * with the largest output T : y * = arg max y T (x, y) since the marginal distribution of Y in our experiment is uniform.
When used as classification objectives, different choices of f-divergence representations offer different empirical benefits (e.g. training stability, adversarial robustness) in our experiment.
Regularization by Label Information Elimination
Considering that adversarial perturbations are crafted under the guidance to mislead the label classification, we expect the distribution of sample representations with minimal label information to be invariant under the input perturbation and thus increase robustness against label adversarial attacks. Therefore, we propose to constrain the mutual information between labels and sample representations. Note that this may be too strong a regularization for a conventional classification model, since sample representations are meant to carry label information to the output layer and take inner product with label embeddings to pick the true label. While in our framework, label information can be eliminated or compressed once the label hypothesis is made. In experiments, we found overall significant robustness improvement after the regularizer is added.
To minimize mutual information, we first give the expression for mutual information between sample representation H and ground-truth labelỸ . Consider the single-label problem and assume that the marginal distribution of label is a discrete uniform distribution over a finite set of size M , then:
whereP
Pỹ i , and Pỹ i is the distribution of sample representation with the labelỹ j . In this paper, we use y to denote the hypothetical label andỹ to denote the ground-truth label. Estimating the precise mutual information value or finding a tractable upper bound is difficult. Since only the mutual information minimization is cared about, we circumvent the computation difficulty of mutual information by minimizing a tractable surrogate divergence measure. Here we employ Maximum Mean Discrepancy (MMD) since it can be efficiently estimated from samples using kernel trick. The definition and our detailed implementation of MMD are given in appendix B.
Complete framework. The overall objective for the framework is obtained by summing up the proposed objective and regularizer. Details of the complete framework are given in Appendix C. We give an intuitive explanation of why better compression of mutual information improves adversarial robustness in Appendix D.
Experiments
The proposed framework is evaluated under various types of attacks in two threat modes on MNIST and Fashion-MNIST datasets. We compare our method with Alemi et al. [4] since both of the two approaches have information theory based regularizers and do not require adversarial training [14] .
Quantitative results are given under three attack methods: the FGSM attack [15] in l ∞ norm, the PGD attack [14] in l ∞ norm and the Carlini & Wagner attack (C&W) [16] in l 2 norm. Each attack method is conducted in black-box mode and white-box mode.
We illustrate the decline of model accuracy with the increase of adversarial perturbation size and report the model accuracy under the attack of certain perturbation norms. Four models are evaluated: our proposed architecture with Equation 4 as objective (C-DV), our proposed architecture with Equation 2 as objective (C-JS), and their corresponding regularized version (C-DV-IE, C-JS-IE) that are regularized by the proposed information elimination regularizer. More detailed experiment setup is given in the Appendix F.
Results and Analysis
Results are illustrated in Figure 3 and Table 1 , 2 (see Figure 3 and Table 2 in Appendix G). The proposed framework demonstrates all-round adversarial robustness improvements over the baseline CNN and Alemi et al. [4] , without loss of natural accuracy. Here the baseline model shares almost all other architecture similarities with our models. We give analysis on MNIST for black-box attacks and white-box attacks separately.
Black-box attack Black-box attack leverages the transferability of adversarial examples and invalidates the use of gradient masking, it is thus a consistent indicator of the model's robustness. While all our four models show significant robustness improvement in this mode on two datasets, the two models with DV-based objectives exceed the two with JS-based objectives, indicating the respective advantages of different objectives under our framework. On MNIST, for l ∞ attacks with = 0.15, FGSM successfully reduces the accuracy of the baseline model to 65.6%, and PGD further reduces it to 53.7%, whereas all our four models keep the accuracy above 84%. With the increase of perturbation size, model accuracy rapidly drops. However, the proposed models consistently precede Carlini & Wagner (C&W) attack is one of the most powerful attacks which solves a constrained optimization problem during attacking. The benefit provided by the regularizer under this attack shrinks to an inconspicuous but consistent improvement of about 3% on MNIST. Nonetheless, models with the proposed framework still raise the accuracy from 63.4% of baseline to 74.4%-79.3%, demonstrating the robustness improvement against l 2 norm based attacks. 
White-box attack

Conclusion
We present a novel classification framework with improved adversarial robustness. This framework includes an architecture that makes model inference conditioned on label hypothesis, a new class of objectives that offer different properties, and a regularizer that further improves robustness. We conduct experiments under various types of attacks and empirically demonstrate the effectiveness of our framework. Future work will be focused on theoretically explaining the effectiveness and exploring different properties of the objectives. Efficiency enhancement measures like hierarchical hypothesis or partial forward inference will also be investigated. For each one-hot label hypothesis that is concatenated (number '1' in this example), we obtain ten empirical distributions for each sample category (red) and an overall distribution (green). MMDs are then computed to obtain the regularization loss for this certain label hypothesis.
Lemma D.1 Consider the Markov chain X g − → Z f − →X, whereX is, under the existence assumption, an unbiased efficient estimator with mean X and variance 1 Ix . Further assume H(X) → H(X) asymptotically. We have the following inequality between mutual information I(X; Z) and Fisher information Ix:
where c is a constant irrelevant to g.
Proof. Fisher information Ix is defined as:
Mutual information I(X;X) satisfies:
By assumption,X is the unbiased efficient estimator with variance equal to the Cramér-Rao bound 1 Ix . Given the variance, the entropy H(X|X = x) is maximized when the distribution P(X|X = x) is Gaussian (momententropy inequalities), that is H(X|X = x) ≤ 1 2 log( 2πe Ix ). Hence,
Further by the Data-processing inequality I(X; Z) ≥ I(X;X) and the asymptotic assumption H(X) → H(X), we have:
Rearranging the inequality we complete the proof.
Lemma D.2 (Lemma 7 in [5] ) Consider the Markov chain X → Z. Let ||u||2 = 1. Let x + εu be a small perturbation of x in the (arbitrary) direction u. Then we have:
where P Z|X=x+εu is the distribution of Z conditioned on perturbed X = x + εu.
From Lemma D.1 and lemma D.2 we can see that under our problem formulation, low mutual information I(X; Z) leads to low Fisher information Ix logarithmically in expectation, under certain assumptions. Low Fisher information here further leads to stable latent representation distribution under small adversarial perturbation (and other following robustness properties as shown in [5] ). This constitutes our intuitive explanation of why compression improves adversarial robustness.
Appendix E Related Works
While the cause of adversarial examples is still an open problem with some synthetic pilot studies [19] , many papers are proposed to enhance the neural network's adversarial robustness [20] . Among those defending methods, adversarial training [14] is one of the most effective ways, however, it requires dramatically larger model capacity and computational resources to cover all types of samples and attacks and is therefore difficult to extend to large dataset (e.g. ImageNet). Some works provide certifiable robustness [21] [22] [23] which is a promising way, but currently, they either make strong assumptions or fail to scale up to large problems. Some defending approaches [24] fall into the gradient masking mechanism and are proved ineffective [25] . Some other papers utilize sparseness [26] or information theory [4] to mildly improve the model's robustness. Despite those efforts, designing models that are robust to adversarial examples is still challenging.
To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to utilize the hypothesis-testing-like mechanism to improve classification adversarial robustness. A similar model architecture is proposed in [8] , in which they provide a novel unsupervised learning approach by maximizing the mutual information between samples and their representations. To estimate the mutual information, they combine samples and representations together and then train a critic to distinguish between true sample-representation pairs and the synthesized ones. Except for the different task goals, our architecture differs in that they do both estimation and maximization over the divergence of two changing distributions, whereas we only do estimation over the divergence of two fixed distributions and therefore our method enjoys the stability in training.
The idea of improving adversarial robustness by constraining information flow is proposed in [4] . They introduce an information constraint on an intermediate layer, which is called information bottleneck, to constrain the mutual information between samples and their representations. Similar to the Variational Auto Encoder (VAE), they derive a variational upper bound for mutual information that can be viewed as a penalty of the KLdivergence between sample representation distribution and a prior distribution (normal distribution in their case). However, matching sample representation to a fixed prior is a strong assumption and may be too restrictive as a regularization. It can only be used after multiple layers' mapping to ensure that the model has enough capacity for the matching. Now that our goal is to constrain the mutual information between samples and their labels, we instead penalize the divergence between sample representations and a data-dependent prior distribution, thus making the regularizer more efficient and task-oriented.
Some similarities also exist between our work and [23] . To arrive at an adversarial robust model on MNIST that has practical nonempty robust bound, they parallel multiple VAEs, each for one label category, to approximate the evidence probability. During inference, for one input sample, each VAE gives an optimized evidence probability followed by a trained weight, and the prediction is made by finding the largest output value. Their work gives insight on training separate binary classifiers and keeps each one of them ignorant of label information. Despite the novel idea and convincing result, their model suffers from several disadvantages, such as unable to scale up to a large dataset, and the optimization-based inference is rather slow. Besides, the robust bound they derive is valid only when the optimization gives a high quality solution. In contrast, our framework is easy to scale and does not need optimization during inference.
Appendix G Supplementary Experimental Results
Attack CNN C-DV C-JS C-DV-IE C-JS-IE Alemi et al. Table 2 : Classification accuracy (%) of different models under various type of attacks with different perturbation thresholds on Fashion-MNIST. The perturbation norm for FGSM, PGD, C&W is l ∞ , l ∞ , l 2 respectively. 'b' denotes black-box attack and 'w' denotes white-box attack. 
